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Circles features the graphic-novel-length epic title story, in which Usagi returns to his native village only to find everything very different
indeed. (The discovery that his mentor, whom he thought dead, is actually alive and kicking is only the first of the shocks that await him.)
"Circles" is an epic adventure, a love story, and one of the most affecting Usagi stories ever. In addition to the 80-page "Circles," this volume
includes "The Bridge," "The Duel," and the hard-to-find "The Tangled Skein" from Critters #38. Jam-packed with lethal sword battles
alternating with humor, horror, suspense and slapstick, this beautifully crafted and exciting volume (with an introduction by Jeff Smith) is
both an excellent starting point for new readers, and an absolute necessity for Usagi completists.
At long last, it's finally time for the THIRD massivehardcover collection of SAGA, the critically acclaimed sci-fi/fantasy seriesfrom the
multiple Eisner Award-winning team of artist FIONA STAPLES and writerBRIAN K. VAUGHAN. Collecting 18 of the most shocking
and impactful issues fromthe epic tale of Hazel and her star-crossed parents, this deluxe editionfeatures a striking, all-new original cover
from Fiona Staples, as well asexclusive, never-before-seen extras. DeluxeHardcover format - 7.25"" x 10.875 CollectsSAGA #37-54
Winner of the 2013 Hugo award for Best Graphic Story! When two soldiers from opposite sides of a never-ending galactic war fall in love,
they risk everything to bring a fragile new life into a dangerous old universe. From New York Times bestselling writer Brian K. Vaughan (Y:
The Last Man, Ex Machina) and critically acclaimed artist Fiona Staples (Mystery Society, North 40), Saga is the sweeping tale of one young
family fighting to find their place in the worlds. Fantasy and science fiction are wed like never before in this sexy, subversive drama for
adults. This specially priced volume collects the first six issues of the smash-hit series The Onion A.V. Club calls "the emotional epic
Hollywood wishes it could make." Voted one of the top graphic novels of the year by the NYT, IGN, the Examiner, and SF Weekly. Voted
Best Comic of the year by MTV Geek and Best New Series by Paradox Comics. Voted a finalist in the GoodReads Best GN of 2012 contest.
Named one of Time Magazine's top 10 graphic novels for 2013
Stan Sakai’s epic series continues in the third volume of the definitive Usagi Yojimbo compilations featuring brand new original cover art
by Stan Sakai! Usagi faces a terrifying new foe who wears a demon mask, the Eisner-winning “Grasscutter” storyline receives a sequel,
pickpocket Kitsune’s history is revealed, fan-favorite character Sasuké the Demon Queller makes his debut, and a beloved ally long
thought dead returns! Collects Usagi Yojimbo Volume Three #31–#52, along with stories from Dark Horse Presents and more!
Usagi Yojimbo Saga Volume 5 (Second Edition)
Robotech Archives: The Macross Saga Vol. 3
Book five
The Saga Of Wanda And Vision
Vision & The Scarlet Witch
END OF STORY ARC "THE WAR FOR PHANG," The Epic Conclusion! Hell is war, as Hazel and her family learn the
hardest way.
The triumphant return of the ORIGINAL Spawn, Al Simmons. Al is back and faces his biggest challenge yet saving the
woman he loves from the clutches of Satan himself. But as fate would have it, Wanda loses her life and Spawn loses
his powers. After closing the Dead Zone, Spawn returns to Earth without his powers and the woman he loves. With art
by the great Todd McFarlane, Jonboy (Spider-Man, She-Hulk, Justice League of America, and others), and Erik Larsen
(Savage Dragon, Spider-Man). About the creators: Todd McFarlane (Spider-Man, Spawn), Jonboy (Spider-Man, SheHulk, Justice League of America), Erik Larsen (Savage Dragon, Spider-Man) Collects Spawn issues 256-262 (7 issues)"
In his hilarious new sci-fi series, Jim C. Hines introduces the unlikely heroes that may just save the galaxy: a crew of
space janitors. The Krakau came to Earth to invite humanity into a growing alliance of sentient species. However, they
happened to arrive after a mutated plague wiped out half the planet, turned the rest into shambling, nearunstoppable animals, and basically destroyed human civilization. You know—your standard apocalypse. The Krakau’s
first impulse was to turn around and go home. (After all, it’s hard to have diplomatic relations with mindless savages
who eat your diplomats.) Their second impulse was to try to fix us. Now, a century later, human beings might not be
what they once were, but at least they’re no longer trying to eat everyone. Mostly. Marion “Mops” Adamopoulos is
surprisingly bright (for a human). As a Lieutenant on the Earth Mercenary Corps Ship Pufferfish, she’s in charge of the
Shipboard Hygiene and Sanitation team. When a bioweapon attack wipes out the Krakau command crew and reverts
the rest of the humans to their feral state, only Mops and her team are left with their minds intact. Escaping the
attacking aliens—not to mention her shambling crewmates—is only the beginning. Sure, Mops and her team of space
janitors and plumbers can clean the ship as well as anyone, but flying the damn thing is another matter. As they
struggle to keep the Pufferfish functioning and find a cure for their crew, they stumble onto a conspiracy that could
threaten the entire alliance… a conspiracy born from the truth of what happened on Earth all those years ago. Jim C.
Hines has proven himself a master of humorous fantasy with his Jig the Goblin novels, and has turned the usual
fantasy tropes sideways and upside down with his Princess and his Magic Ex Libris series. With Terminal Alliance, the
debut novel in his humorous military science fiction series, Jim takes us into a brand-new universe of entertainment
certain to appeal to fans of both Douglas Adams and Terry Pratchett.
THE ULTIMATE BINGE-READ! Collecting the first nine volumes of the critically acclaimed, New York Times bestselling
series into one massive paperback, this compendium tells the entire story (so far!) of a girl named Hazel and her starcrossed parents. Features 1,400 pages of gorgeously graphic full-color artwork, including a new cover from Eisner
Award-winning SAGA co-creator FIONA STAPLES. Collects SAGA #1-54
Saga #8
Saga #25
Planetoid
Saga #10
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Usagi Yojimbo Saga Volume 4 (Second Edition)

The first of three volumes chronicling the entire NORTHLANDERS saga! Writer BRIAN WOOD (DMZ,
REBELS, THE MASSIVE), with a lineup of acclaimed artists including DAVIDE GIANFELICE (DAREDEVIL:
REBORN) and RYAN KELLY (LUCIFER), brings his modern, stylish sensibility a thousand years into
the past. The British Isles were a tempting target to the Vikings, who craved lush land to farm
and rich monasteries to plunder, and the fractured Saxon kingdoms were barely able to resist.
But as time progressed and the centuries-old pagan belief in nature, the fates, and a raucous
warrior afterlife were gradually replaced by the rigid traditions of Christianity, a dark ages
culture war took shape. An exiled Viking warrior returns to Orkney to claim a family title in
“Sven The Returned.
The adventures of Miyamoto Usagi, the rabbit ronin, continue! This fifth definitive Usagi
Yojimbo collection sees the return of many of Usagi’s friends. Inspector Ishida, the sneaky
thief Kitsune, and the fearsome bounty hunters Gen and Stray Dog all make appearances. The
retainer Tomoe Ame also returns in the epic-length “Mother of Mountains,” “Tomoe’s Story,” and
the poignant tea ceremony tale, “Chanoyu.” Stan Sakai’s emotive artwork and masterful
storytelling combine to create a stunning and engrossing comic adventure that readers won’t want
to put down! Collects Usagi Yojimbo Volume Three #76–#93, Usagi Yojimbo Color Special #1–#3, and
more!
Collects Amazing Spider-Man Super Special, Spider-Man Super Special, Venom Super Special,
Spectacular Spider-Man Super Special, Web of Spider-Man Super Special, New Warriors (1990) #62,
Web of Spider-Man #128-129, Amazing Spider-Man (1962) #405-406, Spider-Man (1990) #62-63, SpiderMan Unlimited (1993) #10, Spectacular Spider-Man (1976) #228-229, Spider-Man Team-Up #1, SpiderMan: The Parker Years. The saga of Peter Parker and Ben Reilly continues! The true origins of
Venom are revealed as his entire race of Symbiotes invades the planet! And as Mary-Jane enters
the final stages of her pregnancy, will Peter decide to retire?
One of the great epics in the comic book field stars a rabbit? That's right, Stan Sakai's
enormous dramatic saga of death and treachery, of ambition and honor, is the comics equivalent
of Akira Kurosawa's classics such as Seven Samurai and The Hidden Fortress. This volume of the
Usagi series features the novel-length "The Dragon Bellow Conspiracy," which originally ran in
six consecutive issues of the Usagi comics series. Jam-packed with lethal sword battles
alternating with humor, horror, suspense, and slapstick, this beautifully crafted and exciting
volume features all of the most popular supporting characters from the series, including Tomoe
Ame, Gen the rhino, and Zato-Ino the blind swordspig. Both an excellent starting point for new
readers, and an absolute necessity for Usagi completists!
Saga of the Swamp Thing Box Set
Saga #43
Saga of the Swamp Thing Book Four
Elektra
Saga #50

To help their friends, Hazel and her parents risk everything to visit a dangerous new world. Celebrating 50
consecutive issues by the same award-winning creative team. Plus, the winners of the latest SAGA COSTUME
CONTEST are revealed exclusively in "To Be Continued," the letters page showcasing the best readers in
comics!
Collects Giant-Size Avengers (1974) #4, Vision and the Scarlet Witch (1982) #1-4, Vision and the Scarlet Witch
(1985) #1-12, West Coast Avengers (1985) #2. The unlikely romance between the Vision and the Scarlet Witch is
one of the most famous Avengers storylines of all! Now, witness what happens when the two heroes finally get
married and settle down in the suburbs! If you think they’re going to live the quiet life, think again! Wanda
embraces her sorcerous heritage — but can a revelation about her family tree be believed? The Vision’s past
threatens their future, as Ultron and the Grim Reaper strike! And things get even stranger when Wanda’s magic
spells lead to the couple becoming…a family! That’s right, despite all odds the Scarlet Witch is pregnant — and
now Wanda and Vision must prepare for the biggest responsibility of their lives!
Suggested for mature readers.
Marko and Alana's long-lost babysitter Izabel finally returns to the fold, but at what cost?
Northlanders Book 2: The Icelandic Saga
Usagi Yojimbo Saga Volume 1 (Second Edition)
Saga of the Swamp Thing
Saga: Compendium One
Ex Machina

From BRIAN K. VAUGHAN, #1 New York Times bestselling writer of SAGA and THE PRIVATE EYE, and CLIFF CHIANG,
legendary artist of Wonder Woman, comes the first volume of an all-new ongoing adventure. In the early hours after Halloween of
1988, four 2-yearold newspaper delivery girls uncover the most important story of all time. Suburban drama and otherworldly
mysteries collide in this smashhit series about nostalgia, first jobs, and the last days of childhood. Collects PAPER GIRLS #1-5.
All the groundbreaking Saga of the Swamp Thing graphic novels by Alan Moore, the writer of Watchmen and V For Vendetta, in a
gorgeous slipcase box set! Before Watchmen, Alan Moore made his debut in the U.S. comic book industry with the revitalization of the
horror comic book The Swamp Thing. His deconstruction of the classic monster stretched the creative boundaries of the medium and
became one of the most spectacular series in comic book history. With modern-day issues explored against a backdrop of horror, The
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Swamp Thing stories became commentaries on environmental, political, and social issues, unflinching in their relevance. Created out
of the Swamp by a freak accident, Swamp Thing is an elemental creature who uses the forces of nature and wisdom of the plant
kingdom to fight the polluted world's self-destruction. Alan Moore took the Swamp Thing to new heights in the 1980s with his unique
narrative approach. His provocative and groundbreaking writing, combined with masterly artwork by some of the medium's top
artists, made Swamp Thing one of the great comics of the late twentieth century. Book One begins with the story The Anatomy Lesson,
a haunting origin story that reshapes Swamp Thing mythology with terrifying revelations that begin a journey of discovery and
adventure that will take him across the stars and beyond. In this second collection, The Swamp Thing says goodbye to the illusion of his
own humanity after learning that he is 100% plant, meets a crew of benevolent alien invaders inspired by the classic comic strip Pogo
(also set in the swamp), and consummates his relationship with Abigail Arcane as only he could. The third volume is brimming with
visceral horrors including underwater vampires, a werewolf with an unusual curse, the hideous madman called Nukeface. Best of all,
this volume features the comics debut of John Constantine, Hellblazer, who launches Swamp Thing on a voyage of self-discovery that
will take him from the darkest corners of America to the roots of his own long-hidden heritage. Volume four brings Swamp Thing's
quest for self-discovery with the mystic John Constantine to its shattering conclusion. A harbinger of doom has been released with the
sole charge of waking an evil beyond comprehension, and Swamp Thing, John Constantine, Deadman, The Phantom Stranger, Etrigan
the Demon, The Spectre and other masters of the occult must unite against the dark forces that threaten to eradicate Heaven's light.
The fifth volume begins as Swamp Thing returns from his sojourn to hell, only to learn that his girlfriend Abby is being persecuted for
their "unnatural relations." When she skips town for Gotham City, he follows and runs afoul of Batman, Lex Luthor, and the Gotham
City Police Department. The sixth and final volume collects Moore's entire run, reprinting issues #57-64 and features the classic stories
Loving the Alien and All Flesh is Grass.
Inspired by true events, a graphic novel examines life on the streets of war-torn Iraq, raising questions about the meaning of liberation
through the experiences of four lions who escaped from the Baghdad Zoo during a raid.
SagaSaga Book Three
Usagi Yojimbo Saga Volume 6 (Second Edition)
The Dragon Bellow Conspiracy
Spawn
Usagi Yojimbo Saga Volume 3 (Second Edition)
The Complete Clone Saga Epic Book 5

"After serving New Yorkers as the superhero The Great Machine, Mitchell Hundred began serving them as Mayor. And there
he's stayed, until being summoned out of town...for an audience with the Pope. Upon his return, he faces two relics of the past,
then turns to face the future, as an old admirer disturbs the peace during the Republican Convention." -- Book jacket.
Manga artist and Pop Surrealism superstar Camilla d'Errico presents her first ever adult coloring book, filled with portraits,
patterns, and the stunning artwork her fans and collectors have come to love.This one-of-a-kind book offers you the opportunity
to collaborate with d'Errico, adding your colors to her gorgeous black and white linework. Featuring everything from haunting
and surreal character portraits to pages filled with patterns and designs all rendered in d'Errico's inimitable style, Pop Manga
Coloring Book is guaranteed to provide hours of coloring fun and excitement.
Continuing the series of books collecting the classic Robotech comic material. The stunning finale to the adaptation of the
Robotech Macross saga! It's the final battle between the humans and the Zentraedi, with the fate of Earth being sealed in the
process. Who will escape alive? Collects issues 24 to 36 of the original Robotech Macross comics.
Silas, an ex-soldier turned space pirate, finds himself stranded on a mysterious planet in alien territory. As he explores the longabandoned industrial ruins of the planet's surface, he will have to fend off roving cyborg militias and a hostile alien military with
a bounty on his head. Ultimately, Silas will have to build a coalition amongst the planetoid's nomadic tribes in order to make a
final stand against the larger tyrannical forces that rule over them.
Circles
Pride of Baghdad
Usagi Yojimbo Book 4
Saga #54
Saga Book Three

Saga is back, as is almost the entire cast!
New challenges await the rabbit ronin in the fourth volume of this enduring saga, featuring new original cover art by Stan
Sakai! Miyamoto Usagi’s past returns as he fights alongside his former teacher and struggles with the knowledge that
his traveling companion Jotaro is his son! The Neko ninja and fan-favorite character Sasuké the Demon Queller reappear,
and a manga classic is paid tribute in Lone Goat and Kid! Collects Usagi Yojimbo Volume Three #53-#75, a color cover
gallery, and the color short story “A Lesson in Courtesy.”
Gwendolyn's quest takes an interesting turn.
FROM THE SHADOWS OF THE FIRST MILLENNIUM COME THE MEN AND WOMEN WHO WOULD DEFINE THE NEXT. In
A.D. 871, the Norsemen arrived on IcelandÕs shores. They sought land, freedom and a new way of life. Over the course
of centuries, these humble settlers built farms, clans and towns until they shaped a new nation and its path through
history. A daring man named Dag becomes the first man ever to turn his Viking boat west and sail to unknown shores in
ÒThe Sea Road.Ó Twenty years after being exiled, Sven of Orkney comes face to face with his own mythology as a group
of mercenaries comes to hunt him down in ÒSven the Immortal.Ó An old Icelandic fisherman discovers the body of a
young girl embedded in the ice and then finds himself accused of her murder in ÒThe Girl in the Ice.Ó And in the epic
ÒThe Icelandic Trilogy,Ó a small family with the name Hauksson builds a powerful crime family only to clash with the
rising Church. Writer Brian Wood (DMZ, Rebels, The Massive), with a lineup of acclaimed artists including Fiona Staples
(NORTH 40, Saga) and BECKY CLOONAN (GOTHAM ACADEMY), brings his modern, stylish sensibility a thousand years
into the past. Collecting issues #20, #29, #35-36 and #42-50, NORTHLANDERS BOOK 2: THE ICELANDIC SAGA is the
second of three volumes chronicling the entire NORTHLANDERS saga!
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Pop Manga Coloring Book
Spider-Man
The Usagi Yojimbo Saga
Usagi Yojimbo Saga
Paper Girls Vol. 1
At long last, itÍs finally time for the second hardcover collection of SAGA, the New York Times best-selling series praised by
everyone from Alan Moore to Lin-Manuel Miranda! Created by the multiple Eisner Award-winning team of artist FIONA STAPLES
(Mystery Society, North 40, Archie Comics) and writer BRIAN K. VAUGHAN (THE PRIVATE EYE, PAPER GIRLS, WE STAND ON
GUARD), SAGA BOOK TWO continues the action-packed education of Hazel, a child born to star-crossed parents from opposite
sides of a never-ending galactic war. Collecting 18 issues of the smash-hit comic, this massive edition features a striking original
cover from Fiona Staples, as well as a brand-new gallery of exclusive, never-before-seen SAGA artwork from legendary creators
including CLIFF CHIANG, PIA GUERRA, FAITH ERIN HICKS, KARL KERSCHL, JASON LATOUR, SEAN GORDON MURPHY, STEVE
SKROCE, and MORE!
Former soldier and new mom Alana has already survived lethal assassins, rampaging armies and alien monstrosities, but now she
faces her greatest challenge yet: the in-laws.
Usagi Yojimbo is one of the longest running and best-loved comic adventures of all time. Running from 1984 to the present day,
and showing no sign of diminishing in popularity, the rabbit ronin is now seen as a figurehead of the comic book scene, and crucial
to bringing the ideas of feudal Japan to a wider western audience. Roaming an anthropomorphic version of feudal Japan, the rabbit
samurai has no master, but takes on tasks from any aggrieved animals he encounters - always ensuring he sticks to the noble way
of the samurai.
Spider-Man's greatest fashion disaster continues! With his symbiotic black costume safely removed and imprisoned for study,
Spidey re-dons the classic red-and-blues to battle fearsome foes including Hobgoblin, Silvermane and the Kingpin! And when the
Black Cat whips him up a homemade version of his ebony ensemble, Spidey can embrace a modern look that only looks killer. But
while Peter thinks he's done with his rather clingy former suit, the sinister symbiote isn't finished with him. Collects Marvel TeamUp (1972) #146-150; Peter Parker, the Spectacular Spider-Man (1976) #96-100, Annual #4; Amazing Spider-Man (1963) #259-263; Web
of Spider-Man (1985) #1.
Saga
Terminal Alliance
A Surreal Journey Through a Cute, Curious, Bizarre, and Beautiful World
The Complete Alien Costume Saga Book 2
Satan Saga Wars

"The rabbit ronin has his first encounters with the Lord of Owls and Inspector Ishida, and in the series'
longest story to date, nearly the entire cast becomes caught up in a scheme to recover the legendary
Grass Cutting Sword"-Graphic Novel. This first volume, collecting issues 20-27 of THE SAGA OF THE SWAMP THING, also
features a foreword by famed horror author Ramsey Campbell and a new introduction by Swamp Thing
co-creator and original series editor Len Wein.
One of the most critically acclaimed and beloved adventure comics! This volume in the definitive Usagi
Yojimbo Saga series includes the storylines “Bridge of Tears,” in which a new love tempts the rabbit
ronin to abandon his wandering lifestyle; “The Darkness and the Soul,” revealing at last the origin of the
demon Jei; and “Sparrows,” featuring Jei’s terrifying return, as well as Usagi’s travels with bounty
hunter Gen. Includes the landmark Usagi Yojimbo #100, a celebratory “roast” issue by several of the
best writers and artists in comics, including Frank Miller, Matt Wagner, Jeff Smith, Sergio Aragonés,
along with a color cover gallery from the original series comics! Stan Sakai’s evocative artwork and
gripping tales continue to enthrall readers of all ages. Collects the Usagi Yojimbo volumes Bridge of
Tears, Return of the Black Soul, and Fox Hunt!
Celebrate Stan Sakai's beloved rabbit ronin with the Second Edition collections of the comic saga
featuring brand new original cover art by Stan Sakai! Follow Miyamoto Usagi in his epic trek along the
warrior's path, beginning with over 600 pages of Usagi's essential adventures. In this first volume, Usagi
protects a village from a band of assassins, reluctantly engages in a duel for blood money, hunts a
gangster who has stolen his swords, and more! Collects Usagi Yojimbo Volume 2 #1-#16 and Volume 3
#1-#6!
Saga #26
Northlanders Book 1: The Anglo-Saxon Saga
The Complete Saga
Saga of the Swamp Thing Book Five
Continuing the collection of master comics writer Alan Moores award-winning run on THE
SAGA OF THE SWAMP THING, this fifth volume begins as Swamp Thing returns from his sojourn
to hell, only to learn that his girlfriend Abby is being persecuted for their –unnatural
relations.” When she skips town for Gotham City, he follows and runs afoul of Batman, Lex
Luthor and the Gotham City Police Department. Collects SWAMP THING #51-56.
Continuing the collection of master comics writer Alan Moore’s award-winning run on THE
SAGA OF THE SWAMP THING, this fourth volume brings Swamp Thing’s quest for self-discovery
with the mystic John Constantine to its shattering conclusion. A harbinger of doom has
been released with the sole charge of waking an evil beyond comprehension, and Swamp
Thing, John Constantine, Deadman, The Phantom Stranger, Etrigan the Demon, The Spectre
and other masters of the occult must unite against the dark forces that threaten to
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eradicate Heaven’s light. Collecting SWAMP THING #43-50.
The explosive "season finale" to SAGA's most shocking storyline yet.
Saga: Book Two Deluxe Edition
Usagi Yojimbo Book 6
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